Comparative Study of Carica Papaya with Marketed Product for the Treatment of Wounds in Diabetic Rodents

Abstract
Diabetes is an unending situation associated with peculiarly elevated levels of sugar (glucose) in the blood. This chronic illness is also related with the degenerative extended pathological disorders like retinopathies, nephropathies, atherosclerosis, wound healing problems and cataract. Insulin a hormone prepared by pancreas helps glucose from foodstuff get into your cells to be utilised for energy. Due to overtime the large amount of glucose in your body can results for health problem also. Tissue renovates and wound curing are complicated processes that engross inflammation, granulation and tissue remodelling. Wound curing is characterised by two stages via inflammation and proliferation. The extract of Carica Papaya fruit has been checked for its wound curing nature in streptozotocin induced diabetic rats by using excision as well as dead space wound models. The therapeutic utilisation of Carica Papaya relies because of the existence of papain an active constituent. Carica Papaya have antimicrobial, antioxidant and anti inflammatory behaviour which provoke us to ensure the wound curing property of following drugs on wound healing specially on diabetic rodent. This whole study emphasize on the effect of diabetes (high blood glucose sugar level) on the wound curing rate of rodents. Diabetes was induced by using streptozotocin and the blood glucose estimation was performed on tail vein blood by using a glucometer accu check wistar rats whose fasting blood glucose levels exceeded 250 mg/dl, were measured as diabetic.
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Introduction
The quote for diabetes is diabetes can hit anyone, from any walk of life and it does in numbers that are significantly increasing. According to the previous decade, the figures of people having diabetes jumped about 50 percent to more than 29 million Indians. Globally, it affects greater than 380 million individuals and the World Health Organization concludes that by 2030, the percentage of individuals having diabetes will be greater than two times. In the present scenario, diabetes hacks more lives in comparison to AIDS and cancer combined claiming the life of 1 Indian every 3 minutes. It is a main cause of heart failure, blindness, amputations, amplified wound healing rate increased thirst, kidney failure, urination, increased hunger, fatigue, blurred vision, lack of sensation or pricking in the feet or hands sores that do not heal easily, inexplicable weight loss and stroke. Symptoms of type 1 diabetes can appear suddenly even in a few weeks. Symptoms of diabetes mellitus type II usually appear gradually over the course of a number of years and can be so calm that one might not even see them. Number of individuals suffering from diabetes type 2 has no sign and symptoms. Even the few number of people do not find out that they have they are suffering from the disease until they have diabetes linked health issues, such as heart trouble or blurred vision. Type 1 diabetes happens when the immune system, the body’s system for fighting illness, diminished and destroys the insulin-producing beta cells of the pancreas. It found that the one is more possibility to develop type 2 diabetes mellitus if they are less physically active and are flabby or obese. Over weight many times causes insulin resistance and is general in individuals with type 2 diabetes mellitus [1-5].

Wounds occur when the skin is broken down or scratched due to injury. Reasons of damage may be the effect of thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, or nuclear sources. The skin due to injury. Reasons of damage may be the effect of thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, or nuclear sources. The skin can be injured in a many ways depending upon the technique of injury. Inflammation is the skin’s preliminary reaction to injury. Superficial (on the surface) wounds and abrasions depart the deeper skin layers intact. Such types of wounds are recurrently caused by friction rubbing against a scratchy surface. Deep abrasions (cuts or lacerations) go through all the layers of the skin and into underlying tissue like musle or bone. Proper wound care is necessary to avoid infection, be sure there are no other associated injuries. A weaken immune system, diabetes and other malfunctioning or diseased systems reduce the capability of the human body to shield it against infections, inflammations, ulcers or wounds [6-10].

Streptozotocin (STZ) is a naturally occurring chemical, formerly known as an antibiotic, and later on studies found that it is mainly toxic to the insulin-producing beta cells of the pancreas. Streptozotocin is a established diabetogenic compound, produced by the gram positive soil bacterium Streptomyces achromogenes.
It is largely used experimentally as a mediator able for producing insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM), also recognized as diabetes mellitus type 1 (T1DM). That’s why streptozotocin is broadly used to cause diabetes in rodents [11-14]. Carica Papaya is usually used to treat various skin disorders, including wounds. It is generally used in budding countries as an efficient and readily available treatment of wounds, mainly burns. Papaya is the most excellent fruit for incorporating in your skin care regime because it consist of an enzyme called papain which is responsible for whitening skin, dropping extra hair, exfoliating dead skin, repairing ageing skin etc. This papain enzyme is present in greatest concentration just below the peel of papaya. The papain enzyme helps in curing of the wound as well as also makes the bacteria apart and prevents the wounds from getting bigger. One can put the flesh of papaya fruit on fresh cuts, wounds, and even on burns to enhance a fast recovery [15-18].

Material and Methods

Materials required

Streptozotocin, Glucometer, Accu chip, Povidone iodine ointment, Carica Papaya gel and wistar rats.

Induction of diabetes

Diabetes (DM) was induced chemically as mentioned by Wu et al. [1]. Briefly after 12 hour fast, rats received one intra peritoneal (i.p.) injection of streptozotocin (65mg/kg) freshly prepared in sodium citrate buffer of 0.1M (pH 4.5). At 8th day after streptozotocin injection blood glucose measurement was performed on tail vein blood by using a glucometer Accu-Check. Rats those fasting blood glucose level is more than 250mg/dl were measured as diabetic. Water intake and weight was observed all the way throughout the study, and to confirm the diabetic status, fasting blood glucose measurement was repeated on the day of euthanasia.

After diabetes confirmed in animal

Wounding: After diabetes was established in animals, with the help of punch biopsy machine (diameter of 6mm; Accu-punch) make a full thickness around wound at the upper back of each rat in every group. Wound were traced on 1mm graph paper on the same day of wounding and consequently at a gap of 3 days up to 12th day then on alternating days until healing was absolute. Changes in wound area were calculated on continuous mode and the speed of wound healing measured as given in the formula below. Implication in the healing of test groups is derived by comparing healed wound area on specific days with healed area of control group [2].

Histopathology of wounds and measurements of percentage of wound healing by excision wound model was done in the following groups on 0, 8th and 12th day:

Group 1: Control [vehicle].

Group 2: Positive control [standard povidone iodine].

Group 3: Treated with Carica Papaya.

Borders of the wounds were marked on a transparent paper by a fine tip permanent marker. The portion (in square millimetres) inside the borders of each tracing was determined plan metrically. The wound area of each animal was measured on 0 day, prearranged time period initially at 3h post wounding and successive measurement of wound area from both the three groups was taken on days 4, 8, and 12 post wounding. The grades of wound measurements on different days were articulated as percentage wound contraction. The values were articulated as per cent values of the 0 day capacity and were intended by wilson's formula as follows:

\[
\% \text{ of Wound contraction} = \left( \frac{0\text{day wound area} - \text{unhealed wound}}{0\text{day wound area}} \right) \times 100
\]

Photographs of animals on 0, 8th and 12th days post wounding of every group were taken.

Results and Discussion

Measurements of proportion of wound contraction on 0 day

- a. For Control Group 1, the % of wound reduction was found to be = 2%.
- b. For Group 2, Positive control, the % of wound reduction was found to be = 6%.
- c. For Group 3, Treated with Carica Papaya gel the % of wound reduction was found to be = 6%.

Measurements of percentage of wound contraction on 4th day

- a. For Control Group 1, the % of wound contraction was found to be = 6%.
- b. For Group 2, Positive control, the % of wound contraction was found to be = 23%.
- c. For Group 3, Treated with Carica Papaya gel the % of wound contraction was found to be = 32%.

Measurements of percentage of wound contraction on 8th day

- a. For Control Group 1, the % of wound narrowing was found to be = 13%.
- b. For Group 2, Positive control, the % of wound narrowing was found to be = 42%.
- c. For Group 3, Treated with Carica Papaya gel the % of wound narrowing was found to be = 57%.

Measurements of percentage of wound contraction on 12th day

- a. For Control Group 1, the % of wound reduction was found to be = 22%.
- b. For Group 2, Positive control, the % of wound reduction was found to be = 63%.
- c. For Group 3, Treated with Carica Papaya gel the % of wound reduction was found to be = 67%.

On understanding the data obtained by the analysis of % of wound narrowing on these 4 constitutive days, it was observed that the wound healing property of povidone iodine and Carica Papaya gel were very close and Carica Papaya increased the wound healing improvement in diabetic rats (Figure 1).

Wound healing photographs of wounds in rat on 8th day

Histological images of wound tissues (Histopathology) of group 1 (control wounded non-treated), group 2 (positive control) and group 3 treated with Carica Papaya gel was done on 0, 8th and 12th day (Figure 2).

Histopathological images of groups on 0th day

The histopathology of the wound curing slide represent that on day zero the scars and injury of tissue for all the three groups are approximately same (Figure 3).

Histopathological images of groups on 8th day

The histopathology of the wound curing slide represent that on the eight day angiogenesis, collagen deposition, granulation, tissue formation, and wound narrowing take place more rapidly in group 2 and group three as compare to group 1. Even it was observed that collagen deposition and tissue development is greater in group 3 in the comparison of group 2 (Figure 4).

Histopathological images of groups on 12th day

The histopathology of the wound curing slide represent that on day twelve the scars and injury of tissue for all the three groups are totally different. As group 2 and group 3, Carica Papaya debrided wounds speedily, replacing sloughs with granulation tissue. It also enhanced quick epithelialisation, and inclusion of oedema from around the ulcer boundaries (Figure 5).

Conclusion

The following research was emphasized on the development of a newest topical therapeutic agent Carica Papaya; increase the wound curing process in diabetic rats. With this expectation we examine the healing proficiency of papaya latex formulated as 1.0 and 2.5% hydrogels. We created a full width around wound at the upper back of every rat in every group in wistar rats separated into three groups as following; Group-I (negative control) received no treatment. Group-II was treated with standard drug povidone iodine hydrogel (positive control). Group-III received the Carica Papaya hydrogel. The efficacy of treatment was estimated on the
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base of wound narrowing rate, wound healing photographs in rats and histopathological report of animals of group 1, group 2 and group 3. It was bring into being that Carica Papaya was a superb therapeutic agent, which used to improve the wound curing rate extensively in diabetic rodents.
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